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For product and technical support, contact Silver Peak Systems at either of the following:

1.877.210.7325 (toll-free in USA)
+1.408.935.1850
www.silver-peak.com/support

We’re dedicated to continually improving the usability of our products and documentation.

- If you have suggestions or feedback for our documentation, send an e-mail to techpubs@silver-peak.com.
- If you have comments or feedback about the interface, send an e-mail to usability@silver-peak.com.
About

This TechTips document explains how to set up your appliance using Orchestrator instead of Cloud Portal as a proxy for scenarios where appliances are on a private network with no internet access. These instructions are only required if internet access to cloudportal.silver-peak.com is not permitted via backhaul over the MPLS network.
Set up Orchestrator as a proxy

1. Boot up your EdgeConnect appliance and retrieve the IP address on your management network.
2. Navigate to the appliance directly using the IP address.
3. Log in with your credentials.
5. In the Orchestrator field, enter the IP address of your Orchestrator.
   **NOTE** Do not update the host or port fields and do not configure the DNS settings on your appliance.
6. In your appliance, navigate to the Administration tab (Administration > License and Registration).
7. Copy and paste the account name and key into the appropriate fields.
8. Select Apply and navigate back to the Silver Peak Cloud & Portal Orchestration tab.
   **NOTE** If the Management Interface of the EdgeConnect is not on the same subnet as the Orchestrator, you need to navigate to the Management Routes tab and add a route to the Management Route Table.
9. Refresh your screen after a few minutes. The following alarm should display: "Appliance Registered but not Approved."
10. Navigate to Discovered Appliances in Orchestrator (Configuration > Discovery > Discovered Appliances). You should see the appliance you just configured.
11. Select Approve.